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ABSTRACT: Collisionally activated dissociation (CAD), infrared multi-
photon dissociation (IRMPD), ultraviolet photodissociation (UVPD),
electron capture dissociation and electron detachment dissociation (EDD)
experiments were conducted on a set of phosphopeptides, in a Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer. The fragmentation
patterns were compared and varied according to the fragmentation
mechanisms and the composition of the peptides. CAD and IRMPD
produced similar fragmentation profiles of the phosphopeptides, while UVPD
produced a large number of complementary fragments. Electron-based
dissociation techniques displayed lower fragmentation efficiencies, despite
retaining the labile phosphate group, and drastically different fragmentation
profiles. EDD produced complex spectra whose interpretation proved challenging.

KEYWORDS: phosphopeptide, infrared multiphoton dissociation, ultraviolet photodissociation, electron capture dissociation,
electron detachment dissociation, fragmentation, characterization, collision activated dissociation

■ INTRODUCTION

Phosphorylation is a posttranslational modification that occurs
predominantly on serine, threonine, and tyrosine amino acid
residues. Noncanonical phosphorylation may occur on other
residues such as histidine, lysine, and arginine through
phosphoamidate bonds and on aspartic acid and glutamic
acid through anhydride linkages.1−5 The phosphoryl group is a
labile modification that can be lost during mass spectrometry
experiments, either by the hydrolysis of the phosphoramidate
group by acidic additives frequently added to aid protonation
of the analyte molecules during electrospray or by the
dissociation technique itself. Loss of phosphoric acid
(H3PO4) or metaphosphoric acid (HPO3) can be observed
in the positive mode and loss of phosphite (PO3) in the
negative mode. When the loss is induced by the fragmentation
techniques, the phosphopeptides can be identified by
immonium ions6−8 or the neutral losses can be used as a
signature.9−11 Other strategies also allow the identification of
phosphopeptides by accurate mass alone, using the mass defect
of the phosphorus-31 isotope, 31P (−0.0262 Da),12 with the
specific detection of 31P by ICP-MS,13 or by tagging the
phosphate groups.14 However, the loss of the phosphate from
the sequence ions makes phosphorylation site assignment
difficult. The loss depends on the fragmentation techniques,
the charge states of the precursor, the residue the phosphate is
linked to, and the neighboring amino acids.15,16

During collisionally activated dissociation (CAD), the ions
undergo multiple collisions with inert gas atoms such as argon,

increasing the internal energy of the precursor ion until a
threshold for dissociation is reached.17 The fragmentation
occurs via a low energy proton rearrangement resulting in the
destabilization and cleavage of an amide bond (b and y type
fragments). The phosphoryl group is favored as a site for
protonation, resulting in the cleavage of the labile group and a
domination of the spectra by the loss of phosphoric acid
(H3PO4). For in-beam CAD in a collision cell, such as CAD in
a triple quadrupole or an FT-ICR instrument or higher-energy
collisional dissociation (HCD),7,18 the collisions are more
energetic than resonant-excitation CAD used in radio
frequency quadrupole ion traps,19 resulting in greater
intensities of sequence-informative b, y ions, compared to
the phosphate neutral loss intensities. Evidence of rearrange-
ment reactions in the gas phase has been exhibited in a broad
range of peptides, under resonant CAD conditions.20

Furthermore, rearrangement of the phosphoryl group to an
alternate hydroxyl-containing peptide has also been ob-
served.19 The time scale of the activation could also allow
the transfer of the phosphate group to another residue in
resonant CAD experiments.15
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Electron-based fragmentation techniques are radical-driven
dissociation methods where the labile groups are often
retained,21−23 allowing identification and localization of the
phosphorylation. Electron-capture dissociation (ECD) involves
the capture of a low-energy electron by a multiply charged
precursor cation.24 Fragmentation of the N−Cα bond of the
peptide backbone produces predominantly c- and z-type
product ions. Electron-detachment dissociation (EDD) con-
sists of the use of electrons with kinetic energies above 10 eV
to detach electrons from a negatively charged precursor in
negative-mode analysis.25 The negative charges are located at
the amide nitrogen bond along the backbone, producing a•/x
fragments, or at the amino acid side chain, producing neutral
losses.26,27 Fragmentation efficiency and sequence coverage
with electron-based techniques are lower when a peptide is
phosphorylated.28,29 On phosphopeptides with basic residues,
the phosphate group can exist in a deprotonated form and can
form salt bridges with protonated side chains.30,31 Salt bridges
are electrostatic interactions between amino acids of different
charges.32 These strong noncovalent bonds stabilize the
phosphopeptide ion, and additional electron energy is
therefore necessary to dissociate it.33−35 Basic residues are
common around phosphorylation sites, suggesting that salt
bridges could be part of their formation.36

Different lasers can be used to dissociate ions. In infrared
multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD),37−39 ions are irradiated
using a CO2 laser. The sequential absorption of 10.6 μm
photons increases the internal energy of ions (0.117 eV per
photon) until dissociation occurs. It is a slow heating method,
similar to CAD, and the energy is distributed throughout the
peptide, resulting in bond cleavage at the weakest points (b
and y fragments, labile posttranslational modifications).40,41

Infrared (IR) radiation is resonant with the phosphate
vibrational modes of the phosphorylated peptide,42,43 leading
to enhanced fragmentation of phosphopeptides.44−47 Ultra-
violet photodissociation (UVPD) at 193 nm deposits the
required energy for dissociation within the absorption of a
single photon48 (6.4 eV per photon) emitted through a
nanosecond-scale laser pulse.49 The peptide absorbs the high-
energy photon at the chromophore and the protein backbone
amide group,50 accessing many dissociation pathways, leading
to the generation of a/x, b/y, and c/z complementary ion
pairs.51,52 The fast fragmentation of the peptide reduces the
frequency of phosphate group loss.53

The 12 T solariX FT-ICR mass spectrometer is a versatile
instrument. CAD fragmentation is possible in the front end.
The addition of lasers allows fragmentation via IRMPD and
UVPD in the ICR cell.54,55 Finally, the hollow beam electrode
allows ExD fragmentation. CAD, IRMPD, UVPD, ECD, and
EDD fragmentation of a phosphoserine, a phosphothreonine,
and a phosphotyrosine peptide were conducted and compared
in this paper.

■ METHODS

MS Phosphomix 1 and 2 lights were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich (MSP1L-1VL and MSP2L-1VL). Water was purified
by a Millipore Direct-Q purification system (Merck Millipore,
MA). Acetonitrile was obtained from VWR chemicals (CAS:
75-05-8). Formic acid (FA) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
(CAS: 64-18-6). The Phosphomix were diluted into 80:20
water/ACN + 0.1% FA, and the final concentration of the
peptides was 0.2 μM.

The samples were ionized using a custom nano electrospray
ionization source (nESI). A 10−20 μL portion of sample was
loaded into a pulled glass capillary tip with a several
micrometer open orifice56 and analyzed with a 12 T Bruker
solariX FTICR mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonik GmbH,
Bremen, Germany). The applied capillary voltage was 500 V.
For CAD, argon was used as the neutral collision gas (∼7 ×

10−6 mbar). Ions were isolated in the quadrupole, accumu-
lated, and fragmented in the collision cell with an optimized
collision potential and then analyzed in the infinity cell.55

For ECD, IRMPD, and UVPD, the peptides were isolated in
the quadrupole, accumulated in the collision cell, and
transferred into the ICR cell where the ions were fragmented,
excited, and detected.
For ECD, ions were irradiated with electrons from a 1.5 A

indirectly heated hollow cathode by applying a bias voltage of
1.2 V. Below 1.2 V, no fragmentation was observed. Various
pulse lengths were applied, and the best spectra are shown in
the figures. Higher and lower pulse lengths than the optimized
ones occurred, and the lower number of sequence ions is
shown. IRMPD fragmentation was achieved using a con-
tinuous wave, 25 W, CO2 laser (Synrad Inc., Mulkiteo, WA).
UVPD was performed using a 193 nm excimer laser (ExciStar
XS Coherent, 500 Hz). Ions were irradiated with a varying
number of shots with a pulse energy of 5 mJ (measured at laser
output).
RDSLGpTYSSR was quadrupole isolated at m/z 612.5 ± 4,

and the acquired mass-to-charge ratio range was m/z 147.4−
3000. EVQAEQPSSpSSPR was quadrupole isolated at m/z
741.0 ± 4, and the acquired mass-to-charge ratio range was m/
z 98.3−3000. VIEDNEpYTAR was quadrupole isolated at m/z
647.0 ± 10, and the acquired mass-to-charge ratio range was
m/z 98.3−1300. The mass spectrometer was tuned to get the
best signal for each spectrum, and data was acquired at
different fragmentation parameters. The spectra with the best
fragmentation efficiency, with a high number of sequence ions,
low internal fragmentation, and phosphate loss, are shown in
this paper and compared. Data points (4 M, 2,22 22-bit) were
acquired for each spectrum. For CAD, IRMPD, and UVPD
100 scans were averaged, for ECD 200 scans, and for EDD 500
scans to achieve a desirable signal-to-noise ratio. The data was
internally calibrated using known fragment peaks with a
quadratic calibration function in the Bruker DataAnalysis v4.3
software (Bruker Daltonics GmbH, Bremen, Germany).

■ RESULTS
Fragmentation spectra of doubly charged RDSLGpTYSSR are
shown in Figure 1. CAD and IRMPD spectra show high
similarities and have similar fragmentation profiles. Both
fragmentation techniques localized the phosphorylation site
at the threonine. The highest intensity sequence ions were b2
for IRMPD and y4 for both fragmentation techniques,
demonstrating preferential cleavage at DS and pTY linkages.
RDSLGpTYSSR is composed of two basic arginine residues,
which sequestered the two ionizing protons. Therefore, no
mobile proton and no charge delocalization occurred, making
the charge-remote dissociation channels competitive. The
peptide dissociates selectively at the C-terminus of the two
acidic residues (aspartic acid and phosphothreonine) as shown
in previous fragmentation studies.41,57,58

Cleavage between the R and D residues was not observed.
Neutral loss of H3PO4 was prominent with CAD and IRMPD
(27.4% and 83.7% respectively, in the [M + 2H − H3PO4]

2+/
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[M + 2H]2+ ratio), and CAD also produced loss of HPO3
(0.2% [M + 2H − HPO3]

2+/[M + 2H]2+). Fragments with
water losses (′ refers to loss of water) were observed: y5−9′,
b7−9′ for CAD and y5−7′ and b7′ for IRMPD, representing
10.0% and 3.8%, respectively, of the identified sequence ion
intensities. However, the fragments have their phosphorylated
counterpart, and the phosphorylation site is easily identified on
the threonine. Both fragmentation techniques produced
internal fragments identified as C19H9N5O3

+ for CAD and
IRMPD (∼−0.17 ppm for both) and C19H11N5O4

+ for CAD
(−0.07 ppm). The percentage of internal fragments and
rearrangements (the percentage of unknown peaks and internal
fragments compared to the total ion intensity) was 3.5% for
CAD and 25.6% for IRMPD with the prominence of
C19H9N5O3 in the IRMPD spectrum.
For peptides with no mobile proton, it has been shown that

the hydrogen bond between the phosphate group and the
protonated arginine residue can lead to the gas-phase
rearrangement of the phosphate to a different residue.19

However, no ions resulting from such rearrangement were
observed in the spectra (y2, y3, and y4 with phosphate).
UVPD produced a large number of complementary

fragments, leading to 100% cleavage coverage. The fragmenta-
tion profile shows high intensity fragments originating from the
DS linkage. UVPD did not dissociate selectively at the pTY
linkage compared to the slow heating techniques.
UVPD produced an internal fragment assigned as

C19H9N5O3 (−0.17 ppm), and 28.3% of the intensity of the
peaks observed were due to internal fragmentation (the high
percentage is due to the unidentified high intensity m/z
593.15759). UVPD lost less of the phosphate group from the
precursor (9.0%) than the slow heating methods, but more of
the identified fragments were dephosphorylated (17.5%).
However, the phosphorylated sequence ions allowed the
identification of the phosphorylated site at the threonine.
The ECD fragmentation profiles show more homogeneous

fragmentation through the backbone of the peptide, leading to
100% cleavage coverage. No selective cleavage was observed
compared to the other techniques. There was no loss of
phosphate from the precursor or the fragments, permitting the
identification of the phosphorylation site at the threonine.
Starting from a similar precursor intensity, prior to
fragmentation, ECD required the accumulation of more
scans than the other fragmentation techniques due to fragment
peaks being observed with lower intensities (between ∼2 to 5
times lower). This phenomenon is expected with ECD
fragmentation but is also possibly enhanced by the
phosphorylation.
Fragmentation spectra of the doubly charged EVQAEQPS-

SpSSPR are shown in Figure 2. CAD and IRMPD techniques
produced similar fragmentation profiles, with high abundance
complementary fragments arising from the EQ (py8/b5) and
QP (py7/b6) cleavages. The glutamic acid residue has been
shown to produce similar selective fragmentation to aspar-
agine.59 With slow heating methods, the high gas-phase
basicity of the proline compared to the other residues with
alkyl side chains enhances the dissociation of the amide bond
at the N-terminus side.60 As expected, the dominant fragment
ion in the CAD and IRMPD spectra was the y fragment
between the Q and P residues (denoted py7 because it is a
phosphorylated y7 ion).
The slow heating techniques produced limited fragments at

the QA and AE linkage and very low fragmentation with

Figure 1. (A) CAD, (B) IRMPD, (C) ECD, and (D) UVPD
fragmentation of RDSLGpTYSSR. p: fragment with phosphate
attached. ′: loss of water. ′′: loss of two water molecules. Only
fragments without neutral losses are shown on the cleavage diagrams.
On the fragmentation intensity profiles, black and gray represent the
summed percentages of abc and xyz, respectively.
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PSSpSSEPR. Fragment with EV cleavages were not identified.
With both fragmentation techniques, H3PO4 losses were
identified at the precursor, as well as loss of one, two, or
three H2O. Fragments with phosphate losses are observed:
y5−9′, b7−9′ for CAD and y5−7′, b7′ for IRMPD,
representing 10.0% and 3.8%, respectively, of the identified
sequence ion intensities. However, the fragments have their
phosphorylated counterpart, and the phosphorylation site is
easily identified on the serine.
UVPD resulted in fragmentation at every backbone linkage,

with complementary fragments, leading to 100% cleavage
coverage and the most complete fragmentation for this
peptide. Most of the fragments have less than half of the
mass of the precursor, charged at one of the extremities of the
peptide. There was lower fragmentation at EV and PSSpSSPR.
The ECD fragmentation data only shows fragments from the

C-terminus. The proton captured the electron, and the only
charge left was the one sequestered at the C-terminus arginine.
The C-terminus (SPR) was not fragmented. Some z

fragments were found with a side chain loss corresponding
to C3H5NO (pw9,11−13) likely from the glutamine residues.61

Four y fragments were produced (py7−8,10−11). The
percentage of unidentified internal fragments or rearrange-
ments (14.7%) for ECD is similar to the percentages for CAD,
IRMPD, and UVPD (15.6%, 25.6%, and 17.7%) and arise
mostly from neutral losses of the electron capture species.
Fragments with loss of the phosphate group were found (z8−
12′) at unexpectedly higher percentage intensities (23.6%)
than with CAD (4.5%), IRMPD (7.0%), and UVPD (19.3%).
MS/MS of EVQAEQPSSpSSPR with ECD gave low-intensity
fragments suggesting an inner stabilization of the peptide.
Despite its mobile proton, and the proline residue at the C-

terminus of the peptide, the doubly charged EVQAEQPS-
SpSSPR has low fragmentation efficiency at PSSpSSPR around
the site of the phosphorylation, in all spectra with all
dissociation techniques. In addition, the neutral loss of
H3PO4 from the precursor was low with all techniques
(respectively 4.7%, 1.7%, 0%, and 0.4% for CAD, IRMPD,
ECD, and UVPD in the [M + 2H − H3PO4]

2+/[M + 2H]2+

ratio), compared to the loss in the two other model peptides,
and there was no loss of HPO3 with any of the fragmentation
techniques. These two observations, and the ECD fragmenta-
tion behavior, suggest an inner stabilization that could be due
to a strong hydrogen-bonding interaction between the
phosphoserine and the protonated arginine residue.33,35 The
use of activated ion ECD, with the simultaneous irradiation of
the IR laser, could potentially separate the ECD ions which are
held together by a hydrogen bond, testing this hypothesis.54,62

EVQAEQPSSpSSPR was fragmented in the negative mode
via electron-detachment dissociation (EDD). Low intensity a•

and x fragments were observed in the spectra (Figure 3), as
well as neutral losses (CO2, C2H5O, CH2O). The labile
phosphate was not cleaved from the precursor or the
fragments. Despite the low fragmentation efficiency, the ions
gave sequence information localizing the phosphorylation
between the third and fourth serine.
The fragmentation profile shows a high intensity fragment

arising from the EV cleavage (px12). This data is consistent
with the electron−hole recombination phenomenon,25 where
the loss of the electron produces a radical with a positive
charge, mobile via Coulombic attraction on the backbone, and
neutralized at a negative amino acid such as the glutamic acid
(E).The tuning for EDD was more challenging than for the

Figure 2. (A) CAD, (B) IRMPD, (C) ECD, and (D) UVPD
fragmentation of EVQAEQPSSpSSPR. p: fragment with phosphate
attached. ′: loss of water. ′′: loss of two water molecules. Only
fragments without neutral losses are shown on the cleavage diagrams.
On the fragmentation intensity profiles, black and gray represent the
summed percentages of abc and xyz, respectively.
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other fragmentation techniques. With CAD, IRMPD, ECD,
and UVPD, most of the acquired spectra showed the same
product ions and fragmentation profiles, with different results
when reaching extreme parameters. For EDD, optimal data was
obtained for EVQAEQPSSpSSPR using a bias voltage of 25.2
V and pulse length of 0.5 s. Some fragments were not observed
at 25 and 25.4 V bias or at 25.2 V with pulse lengths of 0.3 or
0.4 s. This narrow tuning window demonstrates the difficulty
of the fragmentation tuning but also the complexity of the
EDD mechanism.63 EDD required more averaged scans to get
good signal-to-noise ratio (500 scans). Furthermore, the
fragmentation of RDSLGpTYSSR and VIEDNEpYTAR led
to complex spectra with mostly unidentified fragments. Only
px9, px8, and px7 were identified for RDSLGpTYSSR (data
not shown).
Fragmentation spectra of doubly charged VIEDNEpYTAR

are shown in Figure 4.CAD, IRMPD and UVPD displayed
similar fragmentation profiles with selective dissociation at the
IE linkage. a2, b2, py8, and/or py8′ fragments were detected at
high intensities in the three spectra. The dominant fragment
ions are observed to arise from cleavage reactions at the N-
terminus of the glutamic acid. The peptide contains three
acidic residues (2xE and D), and surprisingly, the selective
fragmentation was detected at the glutamic acid residue only.
The C-terminus arginine sequestered one of the protons and

the electron was captured by the proton, resulting in most of
the ECD fragments containing the C-terminus. The central
part of the peptide, where all the acidic residues were located,
was more prone to fragmentation than the extremities of the
peptide. Neutral losses from the electron-capture species such
as CO2
Phosphotyrosine cannot undergo the direct loss of H3PO4 or

HPO3 from the precursor, via β-elimination reaction. VIEDN-
EpYTAR spectra (Figure 4) displayed no loss of the phosphate
group from the precursor, and there is no fragment suggesting
the transfer of the phosphate. CAD and ECD spectra contain
no fragment that would indicate a loss of phosphate. Laser
fragmentation techniques produced low-intensity fragments
with a loss of phosphate: 0.4% for IRMPD and 2.2% for UVPD
of the intensity of the identified fragments y4, y4′, y6′, y6″, and
y8′ for IRMPD and y4, y4′, y6, and y6′ for UVPD, which is
lower than for the other peptides. Phosphotyrosine is less
common than phosphoserine and phosphothreonine.15

Figure 3. EDD fragmentation of EVQAEQPSSpSSPR. p: fragment
with phosphate attached. ′: loss of water. Swirl: harmonics. Only
fragments without neutral losses are shown on the cleavage diagrams.
On the fragmentation intensity profiles, black and gray represent the
summed percentages of abc and xyz, respectively.

Figure 4. (A) CAD, (B) IRMPD, (C) ECD, and (D) UVPD
fragmentation of VIEDNEpYTAR. p: fragment with phosphate
attached. ′: loss of water. ′′: loss of two water molecules. Only
fragments without neutral losses are shown on the cleavage diagrams
On the fragmentation intensity profiles, black and gray represent the
summed percentages of abc and xyz, respectively. All four spectra are
on the same horizontal scale.
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The percentages of internal fragments or rearrangements are
3.1%, 5.7%, and 11.5% for CAD, IRMPD, and UVPD, which
are lower than for RDSLGpTYSSR and EVQAEQPSSpSSPR.
RDSLGpTYSSR showed the higher internal fragmentation
percentages due to the high intensities of its two main internal
fragments, and EVQAEQPSSpSSPR showed higher neutral
and side-chain losses than the two other peptides. CAD,
IRMPD, and ECD produced 100% cleavage coverage, while
the UVPD did not cleave at the VI linkage.

■ DISCUSSION
FT-ICR mass spectrometers are versatile instruments where
multiple fragmentation techniques can be implemented and
compared. For the characterization of the three selected
phosphopeptides, the two slow heating methods (CAD and
IRMPD) produced similar fragmentation profiles with very
little variation between the spectra. With the IRMPD
technique, the fragments remain in the laser beam during the
irradiation time and can be further fragmented; therefore,
higher percentages of internal fragments are detected in the
IRMPD spectra than the CAD spectra of the three peptides.
These two fragmentation techniques can be distinguished by
different characteristics. First, in the design of the instrument,
the CAD fragmentation occurs in the collision cell at the front
end of the mass spectrometer, and the IRMPD fragmentation
occurs in the ICR cell. Second, it has been shown that the
phosphopeptide fragment via IRMPD dissociation occurs at a
much lower threshold than its unphosphorylated counter-
parts.46,47 These two characteristics of IRMPD fragmentation
compared to CAD can be useful; for example, IRMPD can be
used to perform a two-dimensional mass spectrometry
(2DMS) analysis of a phosphoproteomic sample.11 It is also
possible to perform sustained off-resonance irradiation colli-
sionally activated dissociation (SORI-CAD) in the ICR cell;
however, in-cell fragmentation requires an increase in pressure
and therefore reduces the resolving power of the experiment.
UVPD fragmentation produced a lot of complementary

fragments. No significant variation of fragmentation efficiency
was detected between the phosphoserine, phosphothreonine,
and phosphotyrosine peptides. Selective fragmentation at the
N-terminus of proline and around the acidic amino acid
residues was observed in the CAD, IRMPD, and UVPD
spectra, especially when the protons were immobilized. In
these cases, competing fragmentation channels are discrimi-
nated against. Selective cleavages were observed with UVPD in
peptides 1 and 3. A high-energy photon can cause dissociation
via three pathways: the absorption leads to an electron shifting
to an electronic excited state, breaking a bond into two
radicals, one hot, one cold. The hot radical is beyond the
threshold of dissociation resulting in direct cleavage. The cold
radical undergoes radical rearrangements similar to ECD, and
internal conversion of the electronic energy to vibrational
modes results in even-electron fragmentation similar to CAD.
These latter even-electron fragmentations lead to selective
cleavages The phosphotyrosine peptide had a UVPD
fragmentation profile similar to that of the slow-heating
methods such as CAD and IRMPD, while the UVPD
fragmentation profiles of the phosphoserine and phospho-
threonine peptides had patterns of all of the ECD, CAD, and
IRMPD profiles. This difference is likely due to the nature of
the phosphorylated amino acid, which is a UV chromophore.
The use of electron-based fragmentation techniques did not
show selective dissociation, as expected, but was less effective

in the fragmentation of the phosphopeptides. Despite the more
homogeneous fragmentation profile, and the ability to retain
the labile phosphorylation, ECD produced lower intensity
fragments, and rearrangements, due to an inner stabilization
caused by the phosphorylation. EDD fragmentation in the
negative mode produced unidentified fragments and difficult
spectra to interpret, leading to low sequence information.
CAD, IRMPD, ECD, and UVPD produced complementary

sequence information and permitted the localization of the
phosphate group. No phosphate transfer between the
phosphoamino acid residue and another amino acid residue
of the peptide were detected. The cleavage coverage was
around 100% for all spectra with exceptions relating to the
composition of the peptides more than the ability of the
fragmentation techniques.
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